Did you know that some of the trees in the garden have tiny doors in them? Where these doors lead and who lives in the trees is a mystery.

**Follow the path to find each tiny door.**

Don't knock on the doors or try to go inside ... the inhabitants sleep during the day and only come out late at night.

**TINY DOOR ARTISTS**

(Each tiny door was created by a regional artist.)

1. Tiny Things by Bowen
2. Alexander Tamahn
3. Cat Robertson
4. Jessica Harvey
5. Karl Jones
6. Sterling Williams
7. Kristin Gentry
8. Tyler Thrasher
9. Tate Steinsiek
10. Mandy Messina
11. Elizabeth Henley
12. Briana Hefley-Shepard
13. Camille Hope Suter
14. Lydia Moore
15. Katy Bruce